
Now stand back and admire your handy work!

Choose a level area to mount your sign ensuring you’re going to be drilling into solid flat brickwork, we 
don’t advise using brick joints as a mounting position.

Tip:

Carefully half fill the drilled holes with adhesive. Guide your sign into position by
inserting the steel bars into the drilled holes. Hold the sign in place for 5 minutes
(approx) to allow the adhesive to grab, it will fully set within 24 hours.

Step 3

Place the sign in position on the wall ensuring that it is level, mark the position of 
the steel bars on the wall by drawing around each one.

Drill holes using a 6mm masonry drill bit ensuring that they are at least 70mm 
deep.

We recommend first drilling a pilot hole with a smaller drill bit to prevent 
'drifting'.

Step 2

Place your sign face down (on a towel or similar to prevent scratching the face 
of the sign), squeeze a small amount of glue into the pre-drilled holes and insert 
the steel bars. Ensure that the bars are standing straight at 90 degrees. Clean 
any excess glue from around each bar and allow to set in place for 24 hours 
before continuing with installation.
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Prior to leaving us your sign has been oiled for a beautiful dark finish. Slate signs require minimal 
maintenance however if you need to clean your sign please only use soapy water and a soft cloth. Use 
of abrasive cleaners or harsh chemicals may scratch and/or discolour the surface. Over time the 
surface may begin to dull slightly, if you want to darken the surface and add a shine again then we 
recommend using a small amount of teak oil to restore the lustre (ensure the sign is clean and dry 
before application of any oil).

Unfortunately your screws won’t last as long as your sign, at the first sign of corrosion please replace 
them to prevent staining to the face of your sign. Replacements can be purchased inexpensively from 
any general hardware store.

For any questions please contact us at sales@housesignco.co.uk

Slate Care

Slate is a beautiful natural product which features slight imperfections and variations to its surface. All 
of our slate signs are permanently engraved with a paint infilled finish, which will not fade or discolour, 
providing you with a beautiful long lasting house sign.

No two signs will look the same making each sign a unique statement for its home.

About Slate


